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LARGE FORMAT
LARGE SIZES AND SOUND TECHNICAL FEATURES
Dry-pressed porcelain stoneware slabs.
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Fire Resistant

Resistant to Deep Abrasion

Non-Bacterial

Sustainable

UV Resistant

Freeze Resistant

High Impact Strength

Easy to Clean

No Water Absorption

Resistant to Sudden Climate Changes

Chemical and Stain Resistant

Light Weight
www.sinterclad.com
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HANDLING
THE CRATES & THE SLABS
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STORAGE
The smaller panels shall
never be placed between
the large panels.
Place the small panels on
the large ones.

BIG

SMALL

HANDLING the crates
LOADING THE CRATES

Equipment for handling crates for
slabs up to the 160x320 size.
Lifting truck
Load capacity: 3000Kg
Fork length: 160cm
Extended fork length: 280cm
Tips:
The crates must be handled
individually. Crates can be stacked
up to 10 crates high (only applies to
use of the same crates).
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The A-frame pallets should
be able to accommodate
the entire surface area
of the panels and the
strapping should not be
excessively tight to avoid
breakages.
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Crate handling from long side (A)
(recommended choice)

We recommend you use forks with a length of at
least 1,6 m, widening them to the maximum limit to
make the most use possible of the crate’s surface.

Crate handling from short side (B)

We recommend you use forks with a length of at
least 2,8 m, widening them to the maximum limit to
make the most use possible of the crate’s surface.
www.sinterclad.com

HANDLING the slabs

HANDLING THE SLABS ON THE CONSTRUCTION SITE
1· PROCEDURE FOR SLAB REMOVAL FROM PACK
Place the lifting frame on the 160x320 cm
slab, in a central position, with the lower
ends of crossbars touching the wall of the
crate.

The application of this tool to the slab
increases its rigidity and allows it to
be handled safely, moving it around
the building site using an appropriate
truck/trolley
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Handling with the frame becomes essential when slabs have holes cut in
them for routing electrical trunking or
water piping.
Two to four people may be required,
depending on the dimensions of the
slab size being handled.
We recommend you obtain a work
bench with alluminium section bars.

EQUIPMENT

When handling the slabs, to removing them from the crates
to fitting them on the wall or floor, we recommend you use
equipment designed specifically for handling large slabs.

www.sinterclad.com

2 · PROCEDURE FOR SLAB REMOVAL FROM PACK

3· PROCEDURE FOR SLAB REMOVAL FROM PACK

Clean the slabs accurately and press the
pistons on the suction cups until the red
ring (safety signals) is no longer visible.

Carefully lift the slab and rest the frame
crossbars on the ground.
Adjust the safety hooks at the ends of the
crossbars, making sure the metal doesn’t
stick onto the slab.
Then leave a little clearance between the
edge of the slab and the hook.
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4· PROCEDURE FOR SLAB REMOVAL FROM PACK
Lift the slab and fasten the lifting frame
crossbar onto the hooks on the lifting
truck/trolley.

If the slab measures no more than 120x240 cm, it can be moved by just two people.
The lifting for this size consists of two long bars, each measuring 230cm.
The suction cup fastening procedure is the same as described above.
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MANUAL HANDLING
In addition to professional handling machinery, such as pneumatic handling machines on gantries,
or the frame stated earlier, the slabs are usually moved (on the construction site and warehouse) by
workers provided with tools which are commonly available and easy to use.
It is important to remember that manual handling must only be carried out where site conditions are
amenable, such as:

· Ample room for manoeuvre
· Ground-floor location
· Easy access
· Limited number of slabs to be laid
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MANUAL HANDLING
HANDLING WITH MANUAL SUCTION CUPS
In the case of two workers, perform the handling using manual suction cups (preferably
equipped with a pressure adjustment function). The workers must remove the slabs by
lifting them in the middle, moving them in an upright position,then positioning themselves
at the ends of the long side.
DURING MOVEMENT OF THE SLABS, CARE MUST BE TAKEN AROUND THE EDGES
AND SWINGING AND VIBRATIONS SHOULD BE MINIMISED.
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Once the delivery area has been reached, the slab must be positioned horizontally on a
specially prepared workbench.
IN ORDER TO APPLY THE ADHESIVE EASILY, THE SLAB MUST BE PLACED ON THE
BENCH WITH THE REAR SIDE FACING UPWARDS.

Remember:
IN ANY CASE, THE SLABS MUST
ALWAYS BE HANDLED INDIVIDUALLY
AND ENSURING THE WORKERS’ COMPLETE
SAFETY.

If the slab needs to be placed on the ground, it must be positioned resting on a vertical wall or
against a flat, rigid support, with the long side on the ground.
THE EDGES MUST BE PROTECTED WITH SOME KIND OF SOFT MATERIAL (E.G. WOOD,
POLYSTYRENE OR OTHER MATERIAL) WHICH MUST BE POSITIONED ON THE FLOOR
BEFOREHAND, EXTENDING ALONG THE ENTIRE LENGTH OF THE SLAB.
www.sinterclad.com
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FLOOR
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LAYING
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LAYING

2 · FLOORING
Apply the adhesive, using the double
spreading technique I.e. first, using a
3x3 mm notched trowel, spread the
glue all over the back of the slab in the
same direction, taking care to distribute
it properly, including the corners.

1 · FLOORING
First of all, make sure that the sub-floor is properly set and has no cracks, and that is
clean, smooth and has a maximum flatness tolerance of 1mm (checked with a leveling bar
at least 2 m long).
Remove the slab from the pack with a frame fitted with VACUUM suckers and place it on
the truck/trolley.
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4 · FLOORING

3 · FLOORING
Then, using a 10 mm slanted notched trowel,
spread the glue on the sub-floor covering an
area which is 5 to 10 cm wider than the size
of the slab so as to be certain that there are no
parts without glue.
Make sure you cover the edges and the corners
of the rear of the slab.

Lift the slab off the A-frame using the handles
in the lifting kit.
Place the frame crossbars on the ground and
release the safety hooks.
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N.B
It is important that the glue is applied to the
sub-floor and the rear of the slab in the same
direction, not crosswise.
www.sinterclad.com

5 · FLOORING

6 · FLOORING

Lift the slab and position it carefully on the glue
applied earlier.

With an anti-rebound float or an electric vibrator,
beat the slab from the middle outwards to
ensure perfect slab/sub-floor adhesion and to
force out any trapped air.

Once laid, the slab may be moved by 4-5 cm,
but it can no longer be lifted.
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That’s what you need
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7 · FLOORING

8 · FLOORING

To perfect the positioning of the slab, a special
tool is available to position the slabs close
together.

Once laying is complete, the floor will be ready
to be walked on after 12-24 hours or more
(depending on the type of adhesive used).

We recommend you leave a gap of at least 2
mm between one slab and the next.
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9 · FLOORING
TECHNICAL JOINTS
In the laying design phase, it is absolutely essential to take into account the
structural expansion joints and the distribution joints.
The structural expansion joints must correspond to the existing ones in the
sub-floor and the further expansion (distribution) joints must be made using
a suitable sealant or dedicated section bars.
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When laying external flooring, indoor floors exposed to high traffic. Subfloors prone to bending, squared areas measuring 9-12sqm must be
created. Around whose perimeter the distribution joint must be laid.
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If the tiling is laid indoors on a stable sub-floor, these squares can measure
20-25 sqm.
In any case, the laying surface should always be finished by leaving at least
4-5 mm from walls, columns, and corners unfilled (to accommodate skirting
or cable trunking).

www.sinterclad.com
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WALL

LAYING
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LAYING

2 · WALL TILING
To ensure the slabs are laid 1 mm
apart (optimal positioning), it is a good
idea to use the special tool.

1 · WALL TILING

We recommend you leave a gap of at
least 1mm between one slab and the
next.

When fitting a slab on a wall, the
same techniques should be used
as described for laying as flooring.
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CLEANING & MAINTENANCE

General steps for regular cleaning of our ceramic products can be summarized as follows:

The most important cleaning operation is performed immediately after laying the tiles. This involves
the complete removal of residues and dirt from the tile placement. An inadequate or late removal of
this waste can create a cement layer on the tile capable of absorbing all forms of dirt. This may give
the impression that the tile gets dirty when the actual problem resides in the surface film of dirt which
was not removed immediately after laying.
Once the grouting of the tile is finished, it is important, while the grout is still wet, to carefully remove
any excess material immediately. This can be done using a sponge and plenty of clean water, repeating
this as many times as necessary. Do not perform the cleaning with metal tools, scrapers or abrasive
pads. For stubborn mortar/cement stains, clean with vinegar and lukewarm water then rub with a
clean cloth. For oil base stains use acetone.
If stains remain there, check with our relevant technical department technician. Once the cleaning
that was mentioned above is done, another washing should be carried out using basic or alkaline
degreasing agents. Because acid washing can leave stickiness on the pavement which could help
retain dirt, in areas where water is calcareous, it is convenient to dry the surface to prevent the deposits
of carbonates, which will reduce the surfaces’ gleam.

• Remove any solid or liquid waste from the tile by sweeping with a soft bristle broom or vacuuming.

The first cleaning “after installation”.
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Regular maintenance

Many available cleaning products for general use can be used with our products. For daily cleaning,
one can use detergents or degreasing products diluted in warm water, following each product’s
instructions.
It is important that the cleaner does not have oil, animal fat, or soap base. These components may
leave an invisible residue that will absorb dirt. It is also important that the tile receives a thorough
rinsing with clean water after the cleaning process is complete.
Because of its high resistance to deep abrasion, staining, and water absorption. Porcelain tiles ensure
a product that is easy to maintain. Our products do not require the use of sealants or waxes. These
superficial coatings can really affect the performance of the tile in a negative manner.
It is important to note that hydrofluoric acid (HF) and derivatives can irreparably damage the tile.

• Clean up liquid spills as soon as possible with lukewarm water.
• Apply the recommended amount of diluted cleaner for the tile (follow the manufacturer’s instructions).
• For unpolished tiles, a scrub with a nylon sponge, a soft bristle brush, or a floor machine equipped
with a nylon pad can be used. A bristle brush can also be used for heavily soiled surfaces. For polished
tiles, clean with a nonabrasive cloth.
• Remove the dirty cleaning solution and water with a vacuum, mop, sponge or cloth. Rinse the
porcelain tile with clean water and remove again with a vacuum, mop, sponge or cloth. It is absolutely
essential that all detergent residues are removed completely from the tile. Any remaining detergent
that dries on the tiles surface can form a coating that can trap dirt and be very difficult to remove. The
tile should be rinsed several times to remove all detergent residues.
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During use, the cleaning of the tiles should be like window cleaning. Ammonia and even bleach type
products can be employed, but both must be diluted with water.
In case of special stains and/or particularly resistant ones, it is advisable to use specific detergents/
cleaning products according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Do not forget that removing any type
of stain is easier when it is still fresh.
It is important to always pre-test the cleaning products in a non-conspicuous area before use.
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